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Tudor Gardens – Supporting Independent Living 

Addendum

Subsequent to publishing the Tudor Gardens report, one of the consultees, requested that two 
changes be made to the report.  The changes requested related to the specific reporting of the 
consultation and what was said at the consultation meetings. 

The first change is in the main report Section 3.6 to provide further clarification.  
From: 
In February 2015 Cabinet agreed to consult with residents, families and stakeholders on the 
proposal to de-register Tudor Gardens. The results of the consultation suggest that relatives did not 
want change but supported the supported living model.

To: 
In February 2015 Cabinet agreed to consult with residents, families and stakeholders on the 
proposal to de-register Tudor Gardens. The results of the consultation suggest that relatives did not 
want change.  They would prefer Tudor Gardens remain as a residential care home.  However, they 
also said that they would work with Brent officers if the decision was made to move to Supported 
Living, especially if this meant no-one moving out."

The second change is a point of accuracy in the consultation report.  The change is required on the 
last but one page of the consultation report, page 13.  
From: 
"Most of the residents understood or had the mental capacity to understand the changes proposed 
in the view of all relatives and carers, and the independent advocate, in addition to attending the 
meetings the advocate went to see residents individually to see if she could help them understand 
the proposals.  She concluded she could not, and agreed with Ken Knight's summary of their 
inability to follow what was being discussed at the meetings, where their interjections bore no 
relation to the matters in hand."

To: 
"None of the residents understood or had the mental capacity to understand the changes proposed 
in the view of all relatives and carers, and the independent advocate, in addition to attending the 
meetings the advocate went to see residents individually to see if she could help them understand 
the proposals.  She concluded she could not, and agreed with Ken Knight's summary of their 
inability to follow what was being discussed at the meetings, where their interjections bore no 
relation to the matters in hand."


